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Abstract—The ensemble of odorant receptors on the antenna
of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster acts as an encoder
for chemical molecules. Chemically similar odorants elicit
activity in similar subsets of the receptors, spanning a so-called
chemotopic feature space that enables chemical similarity
search. A compound signal of receptor activity can be read
out by calcium imaging of the antenna, yet without revealing
corresponding receptors on different antennae. Employing
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) for multiple sets, we
show that a consensus feature space can nevertheless be
recovered from a group of variable antenna sensors that all
respond to a common sequence of odorants. In the chemotopic
consensus feature space, properties of novel odorants can be
inferred, demonstrating how fruit fly antenna chemosensors
may be employed as an alternative to electronic noses.
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Drosophila, multi-set Canonical Correlation Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Biological olfactory systems encode odorants through
combinatorial activation of receptor neurons with differential
strength [1, 2]. Each odorant molecule elicits a characteristic
activity pattern across receptor neurons, and chemically sim-
ilar odorant molecules elicit similar activity patterns [2, 3].
The neural representation of chemicals in an olfactory centre
of the fruit fly brain has been interpreted as a form of
locality-sensitive hashing, where similar objects are rep-
resented by similar hashes [4]. We refer to such neural
feature spaces, in which similar chemicals cluster together,
as having a chemotopic structure. Going beyond recognition
of known odorants, chemotopy enables similarity search and
positioning a novel query odorant never experienced before
relative to known references. Given the vast number of
odorant molecules that neither biological nor artifical sensors
are likely to experience all in their life time, the ability
to map novel odorants into a chemotopic feature space is
essential for building a universal chemosensor.

The odorant receptor ensemble on the antenna of the fruit
fly Drosophila melanogaster has a broad response spectrum
to chemicals [5], which extends far beyond the odorants
that occur in the fly’s natural environment [6]. Together,
the fruit fly’s odorant receptors sample a larger part of
chemical space than a commonly used array of electronic

sensors [7]. A compound signal of odorant-evoked receptor
neuron activity on the fruit fly antenna can be read out
by calcium imaging, giving rise to odorant-specific spatial
response patterns [8, 9]. Hence, it is possible to utilise the
receptor array on the fruit fly antenna as a highly sensitive
chemosensor. However, because of the lack of anatomical
detail in the functional imaging recordings, positions of
identified receptors, and thus corresponding features on
different antennae, are not available to compute a consensus
space across flies.

B. The approach taken

The calcium imaging recordings of odorant responses on
the antenna can be represented as matrices with an odo-
rant and a pixel dimension. Canonical Correlation Analysis
(CCA) [10] is a technique to extract the signals shared by
two data matrices with a common (odorant) dimension. For
matrices X and Y, CCA finds linear combinations of the
columns of X and Y, respectively, the so-called canonical
components Xwx and Y wy , such that the correlation be-
tween Xwx and Y wy is maximised. Multi-set CCA [11] is
a generalisation to more than two matrices.

The positions of receptor neurons on the antenna are
subject to individual variability, yet the odorant receptor
responses, that are based on chemically identical receptor
proteins in different individuals, span the same chemotopic
feature space in each fly.

Here, we propose a method that relies on multi-set CCA to
extract the shared signal present in all antennae responding
to a common sequence of odorants, while neglecting animal-
specific variation, artefacts and noise (Section II). Thereby,
we can recover a consensus feature space from multiple
antenna chemosensors. For a data set comprising molecules
from different chemical classes, we show that the recovered
space indeed has a chemotopic structure (Section III). Fi-
nally, we demonstrate that this chemotopic structure allows
us to infer properties of novel odorants, such as chemical
class or perceived odour quality (Section III-E).

C. Related work

Signal extraction from calcium imaging recordings is
commonly performed by matrix decomposition schemes that



decompose the data matrix with a time and a pixel dimension
into factors that correspond to signal time series and their
location in the image plane, respectively. Typically, these
matrix decomposition schemes employ a non-negativity con-
straint [12]–[14]. In the context of a recent challenge, a vari-
ety of supervised and unsupervised algorithmic approaches
have been applied to the related problem of estimating spike
rates from two-photon calcium imaging data [15].
All of these methods are performed separately for each
recording, i.e. there is no signal correspondence between
recordings. For example, in [8] a non-negative matrix de-
composition scheme is applied to fruit fly antenna recordings
in order to extract spatial units that respond to odorants. As
this is done separately for each antenna recording, there is
no correspondence between units from different antennae.

Martinelli et al. [9] have extended this approach, first
extracting response units from each antenna by matrix
decomposition, and then projecting the odorant response
pattern across all units onto the response patterns for a set of
reference odorants, thereby constructing a common feature
space for all flies that responded to the same reference
odorants.

Rather than first extracting features separately for each
antenna recording, our method explicitly extracts features
that are correlated between antennae, an objective which is
optimised by multi-set CCA [11]. The resulting common
feature space is spanned not by single odorant response vec-
tors, but by the canonical components, linear combinations
of odorant response vectors. This reduces dimensionality
more effectively and thus facilitates visualisation in two or
three dimensions. Furthermore, we exploit the chemotopic
structure of the feature space in order to classify odorants
by e.g. odour quality, which goes beyond the pairwise
discrimination of odorants performed in [9].

While this work presents the first application to the novel
chemosensor scenario, CCA and its extensions are regularly
applied to neuroimaging recordings, e.g. for fusing different
modalities, such as fMRI and EEG data [16]. In contrast,
the chemosensor application requires the fusion of different
instances of the same modality.

II. METHODS

A. Odorant response measurements

We conducted calcium imaging measurements of the
antenna of adult Drosophila melanogaster flies (Orco-
GCaMP5) using the fluorescent calcium dye GCaMP5 that
was expressed in receptor neurons. For details on experi-
mental methods, see [8]. The common protocol for all 12
flies consisted of stimulations with controls (water, room air,
mineral oil, N2) and 27 different odorants (diluted 1:100 in
mineral oil and then injected into a continuous air stream,
additionally diluting 1:10). The controls butanol and N2

were administered three times during each experiment to
monitor signal quality.

abbrev. name odour quality quality class chem. class
2EBM ethyl benzoate pleasant NA aromatic
MSAM methylsalicylate wintergreen (Gaultheria) NA aromatic
PENM phenylethanone orange blossom, acacia floral aromatic
PELM 2-phenylethanol rose floral aromatic
BOLM benzyl alcohol floral floral aromatic
BEAM benzaldehyde almond NA aromatic
PRAE propyl acetate pear fruity ester
BACE butyl acetate banana fruity ester
EACE ethyl acetate pineapple fruity ester
ETBE ethyl butyrate pineapple fruity ester
ISOE iso-amyl acetate banana, pear fruity ester
PACE pentyl acetate banana fruity ester
EHAE E2-hexenyl acetate leafy green green ester
BDOL 2,3-Butanediol odourless, creamy NA alcohol
BUTL 1-Butanol rancid, sweet NA alcohol
HEXL 1-Hexanol freshly mown grass green alcohol
Z3HL Z3-hexen-1-ol green grass/leaves green alcohol
O13L 1-octen-3-ol mushroom NA alcohol
BUTN 2-butanone acetone-like, pungent NA ketone
BEDN 2,3-butanedione buttery, strong NA ketone
HEPN 2-heptanone banana fruity ketone
CILT β-Citronellol rose floral terpene
GEST geranyl acetate lavender floral terpene
LINT linalool floral, french lavender floral terpene
TERT α-terpineole lilac, floral, pine floral terpene
HEXA hexanal green grass green aldehyde
PENA pentanal strong, acrid, pungent NA aldehyde

Table I
ODORANTS AND CLASS LABELS.

The odorant set (Table I) comprises molecules from
six different chemical classes. Odour quality labels are
based on published sources collected in the PubChem
database [17] and, in three cases with no odour informa-
tion, on additional labels from The Good Scents Company
(www.thegoodscentscompany.com). We partitioned the qual-
ity labels into three major classes: floral (e.g. ”rose”), fruity
(e.g. ”pineapple”), green (e.g. ”green grass”).

B. Notation and preprocessing

We consider 1, . . . , f calcium imaging recordings of
f = 12 antennae from different fruit flies. For each antenna,
we recorded responses to 1, . . . s stimulations with odorants.
The s = 27 stimulations resulted in movies capturing odo-
rant responses, i.e. odorant-evoked changes in fluorescence
as recorded by calcium imaging. Each movie has 172×130
pixels and 80 frames. Odorants were presented at frame 24,
inducing odorant-specific and transient responses.

Animal movement, i.e. any shift between the s movies
of the same fly antenna, was corrected by Lucas-Kanade
image alignment [18, 19]. After smoothing all images with
a Gaussian kernel (width 3), we normalized the movies
to the pre-stimulus interval, computing for each pixel i at
time point j the change in fluorescence with respect to the
baseline: p̂i,j := (pi,j − bi)/bi, where the baseline bi is
the mean over 20 time points before stimulation with the
odorant. As odorant responses are transient, we extracted
16 time points after each stimulation.

Let M l denote the lth antenna recording. Reshaping the
images to vectors and concatenating all s odorant measure-
ments, we obtain a (m×n) matrix M l with m = 16∗s time
points in the rows and n = 172 ∗ 130 pixels in the columns.



The M1 . . .Mf contain neural responses to the same se-
quence (after sorting) of s precisely timed odorant stim-
ulations in each fly, i.e. all antenna recordings have a
corresponding odorant/time dimension, whereas the pixels
do not correspond between flies.

C. Computing the multi-set Canonical Components (CCs)
We first summarise each antenna recording by a sketch

of ”principal component odorant response profiles”. Di-
mensionality reduction before CCA is necessary to avoid
overfitting if the number of features is larger than the number
of samples [20]. Employing multi-set Canonical Correlation
Analyis (multi-set CCA) [11, 21], we then find a basis in
which the odorant response profiles from the f antenna
recordings are maximally correlated.

1) Principal component sketches: Dimensionality reduc-
tion can be performed with PCA [22]: Let P l denote the
(m× k) matrix of the top k = 50 principal components of
M l with the largest eigenvalues. We chose k in this order
to ensure that no signals were lost for the matrices with
slowly decaying eigenvalue spectra, while still achieving a
sufficient reduction in the number of features.

2) Multi-set Canonical Correlation Analysis: Given two
matrices P 1 and P 2, the classical Canonical Correla-
tion Analysis (CCA) [10] optimises the canonical com-
ponents u1 = P 1w1 and u2 = P 2w2 by choosing
transformation vectors w1 and w2, such that the corre-
lation ρ(u1,u2) = Cov(u1,u2) / (

√
Var(u1)

√
Var(u2) )

between the canonical components is maximised. Here,
Cov(u1,u2) = w1T Σ1,2 w2, Var(u1) = w1T Σ1 w1, and
Σ1,2 is the cross-covariance matrix of P 1 and P 2.

Multi-set CCA [11, 21, 23] is a generalisation of CCA to
more than two matrices: For the f recordings, we wish to
compute the multi-set canonical components (CCs) u1 =
P 1w1, . . . , uf = P fwf . Multi-set CCA has to optimise
multiple correlations simultaneously. There is not a single
best way to achieve this, but several objective criteria relating
to the matrix of covariances C have been proposed [11, 23].

C =

w1T
∑

11 w1 . . . w1T
∑

1f wf

...
wfT

∑
f1 w1 . . . wfT

∑
ff wf


Here, we optimise the maximum variance (MAXVAR)

criterion [11], maximising the largest eigenvalue λlargest
C

of C. Among the available criteria, MAXVAR has the
advantage that it can be solved conveniently via an eigen-
decomposition, and it has already been used successfully for
several applications [24].

Optimisation of the MAXVAR criterion was performed
with the algorithm from [11, 21] using the implementation
provided in [21]. We obtained first-stage multi-set canonical
components u1

1, . . . ,u
f
1 (CC1), second-stage components

u1
2, . . . ,u

f
2 (CC2), that are uncorrelated with u1

1, . . . ,u
f
1 , and

so on. We computed CCs for all k stages and for all f flies.

D. CCs and Canonical Spatial Maps (CSMs)

The CCs of the lth antenna recording, ul
1, . . . ,ul

k can
be interpreted as canonical odorant response profiles that
are linear combinations of the odorant response profiles
(pixels) in the lth antenna recording. For data visualisation,
we average over all 16 time points of the response to the
same odorant, i.e. the CCs of length m = 16×s are reduced
to length s, the number of odorant stimulations.

The canonical spatial maps or ”loading maps” visualise
the coefficient contributions of the individual pixels to the
CCs. Let U l denote the (m × k) matrix of all k canonical
components for the lth antenna recording. The (k × n)
matrix of canonical spatial maps can be computed as V l :=
(U l)†M l, where † denotes the pseudoinverse.

E. Comparison to chemical and receptor space

For data analysis, we regarded three (odorant × 10)
matrices, representing the odorants (Table I) in the consensus
feature space of antenna recordings spanned by the CCs
(mean odorant responses over all flies), in chemical space
and in odorant receptor space.

For the chemical space, 1670 chemical features were
computed with E-Dragon [25] based on molecule structures
obtained from PubChem [17]. The features [26] (http://www.
vcclab.org/lab/indexhlp/) range from simple constitutional
features, such as the number of atoms, to complex geo-
metric and topological features describing the molecule. We
removed features that did not vary for the odorant set and
then z-score-normalised the remaining features.

While the antenna imaging signal is a mixture of receptor
signals, receptor space is based on the odorant responses
of individual receptors as obtained from a database [5]. We
selected the 22 adult Drosophila Olfactory Receptors (ORs)
for which response data was available for all odorants.

To avoid an overdetermined system with many more
features than samples, we reduced both the chemical feature
and the receptor matrix to size (odorants × 10) with PCA,
keeping only the top-10 principal components (accounting
for 70% and 80% of the variance of the chemical feature
or receptor matrix, respectively). For the consensus feature
space, we also selected the top-10 CCs, enabling a compar-
ison of spaces with equal dimensionality.

F. Classification experiments

Aiming to infer properties of an odorant based on its
position, we performed classification of the odorant/fly pairs
by chemical and odour quality class (Section II-A), consid-
ering all classes with at least 4 members. For classification,
we employed a support vector machine (SVM) with a
Bessel kernel (default parameters; kernlab for R [27]). The
number of top-c canonical component features to be used
was optimised on the training data.

http://www.vcclab.org/lab/indexhlp/
http://www.vcclab.org/lab/indexhlp/
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Figure 1. a) Antenna responses (mean images over all 16 time points) to
different odorants in the same fly. b) Images from different fly antenna
recordings and the corresponding top-3 CSMs (rotated and flipped to
present left and right antennae in the same orientation). The sign of
CCs/CSMs is arbitrary.

We employed a leave-one-odorant out scheme, i.e. odorant
responses from all flies to the respective test odorant were
excluded. The SVM was then trained on the remaining
odorant/fly pairs and had to predict the class of the left-out
test odorant for all flies. Confusion matrices report average
correct classification rates over all training/test splits.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Odorant response patterns on the antenna

Figure 1a shows examples for normalised response pat-
terns, i.e. signal changes after stimulation with an odorant
(Section II-B). Different odorants elicit distinct spatial re-
sponse patterns which are the result of differential receptor
activity. Individual receptors cannot be identified in the
recordings, but all receptors, each with a characteristic
response spectrum to odorants [5], contribute to the cal-
cium signal. The antenna is densely covered with odorant
receptors that occur, with some positional variability across
flies, in overlapping, but restricted regions [28]. In each pixel
within the antenna boundaries, we hence record a sparse
mixture of ≥ 1 signals stemming from only the receptors
that are present in the respective region.

B. CSMs of different fly antennae resemble each other

Multi-set CCA maximises the correlation between the
odorant response profiles of different flies. The CSMs (Sec-
tion II-D) show that the canonical components of different
flies are based on pixel contributions from corresponding
antenna regions (Figure 1b). The observed spatial similarity
has not been optimised by CCA, but rather reflects the
arrangement of odorant receptors on the antenna: While
receptor positions are locally variable, the large-scale spatial
arrangement of receptors, and their response properties, are
conserved across flies [5, 28].

C. Consensus feature space spanned by the CCs

In the consensus feature space, responses to the same
odorant from different flies cluster together. This is already
visible in the space spanned by the top-3 CCs (Figure 2). For
most odorants, the within-odorant distance is smaller than
the between-odorant distance, i.e. the responses to the same
odorant form a compact, well separated cluster (Figure 3).

The CCA approach optimises the similarity of same
odorants from different flies, but it does not have access to
odorant names or class labels. Nevertheless, an arrangement
of odorants by chemical and perceived similarity emerges in
the consensus space: Odorants from the three odour quality
classes ”fruity”, ”green” and ”floral” form clusters, and also
a subcluster of banana odours is visible (Figure 2, left).
Similarly, a clustering by chemical class can be observed,
e.g. terpenes and aromatic hydrocarbons in the region of
the floral odours, esters that largely overlap with the fruity
odours, and alcohols in between.

Hence, by maximising the correlation between correspon-
ding odorant response profiles from different flies in an
unsupervised manner (with respect to odorant names and
classes), we obtain a consensus feature space that appears
to capture chemical and perceived odour similarity.

D. Comparison to chemical and receptor space

In order to support the statement that the consensus fea-
ture space recovered from the antenna imaging recordings is
indeed chemotopic, we compared it to both chemical space,
that is defined by chemical features derived from molecule
structure, and to the space of individual odorant receptor
responses as retrieved from a database (Section II-E). We
employed conventional CCA for two matrices [10] (R stats
package) to maximise the correlation between the consensus
space and chemical or receptor space, respectively.

It is not known a priori which chemical features or
odorant receptors contribute to the antenna imaging signal
with which weight. Computing the between-space CCs with
CCA serves to find the feature weights that approximate
the antenna signal best, and the significance of the resulting
between-space correlation can be assessed by p-values ob-
tained from parametric tests using Wilks and Pillai-Bartlett
statistics [29] (computed with the CCP package for R).
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Figure 2. Consensus feature space of antenna recordings: odorant responses in the space of the top-3 CCs. Responses to the same odorant (from all 12
flies) are enclosed by their convex hull. To support depth perception, lines project from each hull (odorant cluster) to the CC1/CC3 plane. Odorant names
and labels: Table I. Odour quality classes: ”fruity” (yellow), ”green” (green), ”floral” (purple). All other odours: light brown. Controls (grey): air, water,
N2, mineral oil (solvent). Chemical classes (bold letters): alcohoL (L), Aldehyde (A), aroMatic hydrocarbon (M), Ester (E), ketoNe (N), Terpene (T).

For CCA(consensus space, chemical space), we ob-
tained significant correlations (0.996, 0.982, 0.975, 0.926,
0.843, 0.790, 0.711, 0.482, 0.428, 0.039) for between-space
CCs 1 to 10 (Wilks: p = 1.05 ∗ 10−9; Pillai-Bartlett:
p = 2.59 ∗ 10−6). Also CCA(consensus space, recep-
tor space) resulted in significant correlations (0.994, 0.991,
0.986, 0.949, 0.913, 0.849, 0.801, 0.686, 0.429, 0.064) for
between-space CCs 1 to 10 (Wilks: p = 1.21 ∗ 10−13;
Pillai-Bartlett: p = 3.46 ∗ 10−10).

Hence, there is a correspondence of the consensus feature
space of antenna recordings to both receptor space and
chemical space, with high (> 0.9) and significant corre-
lations for the top 4-5 between-space CCs. The correlation
with receptor space confirms that we have recovered the
receptor signals from the compound antenna imaging signal.
The observed correlation with chemical space speaks against
overfitting by multi-set CCA: If the similarity of same
odorants from different flies had been achieved through
overfitting, relationships between the odorants would not
have been preserved.

E. Inferring properties of novel odorants
Due to the chemotopic structure of the consensus feature

space, we can infer properties of a novel odorant, such
as chemical class and perceived odour quality, based on
the odorant’s position in the space. Simulating the case of
a novel (unlabelled) odorant measured together with a set
of known (labelled) references, we performed a leave-one-
odorant-out classification (Section II-F) in the consensus
feature space, assigning the respective left-out odorant/fly
pairs to one of four chemical and to one of three perceived
odour quality classes (Table I). Correct classification rates
for the chemical classes were generally high (0.75 − 0.9),
whereas alcohols were identified with a lower (0.61), but
still clearly above chance-level, correct classification rate
(Table II). Odorants from all three odour quality classes
could be classified successfully with correct classification
rates between 0.75 and 0.99 (Table III).

Note that a chemical molecule may have multiple class
associations. For example, GEST (geranyl acetate) is a
terpene, as indicated by its class label (taken from [5]),
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Figure 3. Odorant clusters are compact and well separated. Euclidean
distances for the odorants (Table I) in the space spanned by the top-3 CCs:
Within-odorant distance dw (mean distance between odorant x responses
in all flies) vs. between-odorant distance db (distance from the centroid of
odorant x responses to the closest non-x centroid). All dw are comparably
small, i.e the odorant clusters are compact. The three repetitions of N2

and BUTL stimulations during the course of the experiments add temporal
variation that leads to larger dw for the two control odorants. In most cases,
dw < db, i.e. the compact odorant clusters are also well separated.

but it is also an ester. Indeed, GEST clusters together with
the other terpenes (bold T) in the CC1/3 plane, but it is
closer to the esters (bold E) along the CC2 axis (Figure 2).
While the discrete chemical classes correspond to relevant
categories, a more complete characterisation of odorant
molecules can be obtained with large numbers of continous-
valued chemical features (cp. the analysis in Section III-D).
Given sufficient training data, a mapping from the consensus
space of antenna recordings to such a chemical feature space
could be learned, which would result in a more general way
of inferring properties of novel odorants.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated how the feature space spanned by
the fruit fly’s odorant receptor array can be recovered from
a group of fruit fly antenna recordings, employing multi-set
CCA to compute a consensus feature space for the variable
biological sensor arrays. As a consequence of the receptors’
odorant response properties, the consensus feature space
has a chemotopic structure, i.e. distances between odorants
reflect their chemical dissimilarity (Section III-D).

Chemotopy is a desirable property as it enables similarity
search, finding a close match also to novel query odorants
that cannot be recognised. Properties of a novel query odo-
rant can be inferred if the feature space region, to which the
query odorant is mapped, is populated with known reference

True
Predicted alcohol aromatic ester terpene
alcohol 0.61 0 0 0
aromatic 0 0.9 0.14 0.19
ester 0.25 0.07 0.85 0.06
terpene 0.14 0.03 0.01 0.75

Table II
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR CHEMICAL CLASS CLASSIFICATION.

True
Predicted floral fruity green
floral 0.86 0.01 0.25
fruity 0.05 0.99 0
green 0.10 0 0.75

Table III
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR ODOUR QUALITY CLASSIFICATION.

odorants, such as molecules from the same chemical or
odour quality class as the query odorant (Section III-E).
In order to build a universal chemosensor, a dense sam-
pling of chemical space would be necessary with reference
odorants from many different classes.

Currently, the CCA approach does not support out-of-
sample extension, i.e. an additional odorant cannot be
mapped directly into the existing consensus space. Future
work will be focussed on performing out-of-sample exten-
sion by similarity to a small, optimised set of reference
odorants to be measured as a calibration sequence at the
beginning of each experiment.

In summary, we have shown that the excellent odorant
detection capabilities of the fruit fly’s odorant receptors, as
they have been reported for sequential electrophysiological
measurements of single receptor neurons [6, 7], can also be
harnessed by simultaneous imaging of the entire odorant
receptor array and subsequent signal processing, forming
the basis for a biological chemosensor that may serve as
an alternative to electronic noses.
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